
Can it become an Actor?
Or it’s only for IoT, games, examples and chats?

Pros and Cons in being an Actor



A «Normal» approach

 Most of today’s high scale properties are built as a composition of stateless n-tier services with 

most of the application logic residing in the middle tier.

 While the model allows scaling out by adding more servers to the middle tier, it is constrained by 

the performance and scalability of the storage layer because most requests coming to the 

middle tier from the frontend web servers require one or more reads from storage. 

 Updates are even more complicated and prone to concurrency issues and conflicts due to 

lack of coordination among the middle tier servers. It often requires caching in the stateless 

layer to get acceptable performance, adding complexity and introducing cache consistency 

issues.

 Consuming messages from a reliable queue require to use separated services.

 Scheduled jobs, reminders, require external job processor (like Quartz).
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A journey: from the Actor model to the cloud

 Actors were inspired by physics (and Petri nets) and defined in the 1973 paper by Carl Hewitt (MIT) 

but have been popularized by the Erlang language, and used for example at Ericsson with great 

success to build highly concurrent and reliable telecom systems.

 But relatively recently, their applicability to the challenges of modern computing systems has 

been recognized and proved to be effective.

 Implementation of Orleans is based on the Actor Model.

 Unlike actors in more traditional actor systems (Erlang, Akka), Orleans grains are virtual actors.

 The biggest difference is that physical instantiations of grains are completely abstracted away 

and are automatically managed by the Orleans runtime.

 The Virtual Actor Model is much more suitable for high-scale dynamic workloads like cloud 

services and is the major innovation of Orleans.
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Some Actor Model frameworks
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Microsoft Orleans

 Orleans is a framework that provides a straightforward approach to 
building distributed high-scale computing applications without the 
need to learn and apply complex concurrency or other scaling 
patterns.

 Orleans provides an intuitive way of building a stateful middle tier, 
where various business logic entities appear as sea of isolated 
globally addressable .NET objects (grains) of different application 
defined types distributed across a cluster of servers (silos).

 Orleans was created at Microsoft Research and designed for use 
in the cloud. Since 2011, it has been used extensively in the cloud 
and on premises by several Microsoft product groups, most 
notably by game studios, such as 343 Industries and The Coalition 
as a platform for cloud services behind Halo 4 and 5, and Gears of 
War 4, as well as by a number of other companies.

 Orleans was open-sourced in January 2015
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Orleans and server failures

 The virtual nature of grains allows Orleans to handle server 

failures mostly transparently to the application logic

because grains that were executing on a failed server get 

automatically re-instantiated on other servers in the 

cluster once the failure is detected.
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Orleans grain

 A grain type is a simple .NET class that implements one or more application-defined 

grain interfaces. Individual grains are instances of application-defined grain classes that 

get automatically created by the Orleans runtime on servers on an as-needed basis to 

handle requests for those grains. 

 Grains naturally map to most application entities, such as users, devices, sessions, 
inventories, and orders. 

 Orleans guarantees single-threaded execution of each individual grain, hence 
protecting the application logic from perils of concurrency and races. 

 A grain can have persistent state in storage, in-memory state, or both

 Orleans messaging delivery guarantees are at-most-once (best effort): a message will 
either be delivered once or not at all. It will never be delivered twice.
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Actor model -benefit

 The actor model provides an abstraction that allows you to think 

about your code in terms of communication, not unlike people in a 

large organization. 

 The basic characteristic of actors is that they model the world as 

stateful entities communicating with each other by explicit message 

passing.

 It helps to follow the “single responsibility” principle and is (more) 

predictable
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Actor model -benefit

 Actor as fundamental unit of computation has to embody: processing, storage and 
communications. They have these characteristics:

 They communicate with asynchronous messaging instead of method calls

 They manage their own state, no shared state between Actors, Actors encapsulate state

 Only way to interact with an actor is to send it a (immutable) message

 Messages are processed sequentially, concurrent to the sender

 When reacting/responding to a message, they can:

 Create other (child) Actors

 Send messages to other Actors

 Designate how to handle the next message it receives

 Actors create other actors to handle sub-tasks

 Parent communicates with them via messages as usual

 An actor can change its behavior for subsequent messages: this provides the basis for a finite state 
machine
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Microsoft Research

Advanced functionality

Microsoft Research continues to partner with the Orleans team to bring new major features, such as 

 geo-distribution,

 Indexing,

 (distributed) transactions

Built-in functionality

 Store grain state to many storage providers

 Sql server, Azure Table, Azure Blobs, Oracle, MongoDb, etc

 You can write your own adapter to existing data structure

 like a RDBMs - on-prem or legacy

 Streams

 in-memory (SMS)

 Reliable: Azure Event Grid, Azure Message bus, RabbitMQ, etc
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Message serialization

 Orleans default serializer Hagar (made by Reuben Bond, now in Microsoft) 

 Not version-tolerant (work in progress)

 very fast

 no extra code

 Microsoft Bond (no decimal, no Guid, no DateTimeOffset support out-of-the-box)

 Google Protobuf

 Protobuf.Net (require custom code for DateTimeOffset)

 (Json)
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Consider Orleans when…

Orleans can be a considered when:

 It’s a known project (no greenfield)

 You need a fast response-time to the client (2 ms)

 You are planning to add a cache or a distribuited

cache (Redis)

 Need or may need to run on >1 server (for scaling 

or to have a peak like Black Friday)

 You could need to use a Responsive Cache

 You need zero-downtime (due to SLA and 

deployments)

If it fits the Actor Model:

 Entities are small enough to be single-

threaded

 Significant number of loosely coupled 

entities (hundreds to millions)

 Workload is interactive: request-response, 

start/monitor/complete

 No need for global coordination, only 

between a few entities at a time
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Don’t consider Orleans when…

Orleans can be a problematic fit if:

 You don’t have enought knowledge on the project (greenfield)

 Managing multiple version of grains (or grain states) is complex and time consuming. It can 

request multiple additional deployment to be able to migrate the state from A to B.

 Entities need direct access to each other’s memory

 The relation between entities is complex (like an ERP)

 No benefit from in-memory indexes

 Small number of huge entities, multithreaded

 Global coordination/consistency needed
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Implementing Grains - Async

 Grains has to be async, no thread-blocking 

operations

 await is the best mechanism to compose 

async operations

Typical cases:

 Return a concrete value: 

 return Task.FromResult(value);

 Return a Task of the same type: 

 return foo.Bar();

 Await a Task and continue execution:

 var x = await bar.Foo(); 
var y = DoSomething(x); 
return y;

 Fan-out: 

 var tasks = new List(); 
foreach(var grain in grains) 

tasks.Add(grain.Foo()); 
await Task.WhenAll(tasks); 
DoMore(); 
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Implementing Grains – Grain interface

 Grains can have their own state

 grain = identity + behavior [+ state]

 Identity = User/Fabio

 Behavior = class User : Grain, IUser

 State = in-memory, persisted, or stateless

public interface IUser : IGrainWithStringKey {
Task SendMessage(IUser sender, string body);
Task<List<Message>> GetMessages();

}

public class Message {
public IUser Sender { get; set; }
public string Body { get; set; }

}

public class UserState {
public List<Message> Messages { get; set; }

}
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Implementing Grains – Grain code

[StorageProvider(ProviderName=“azuretable")]
public class User : Grain<UserState>, IUser {

async Task SendMessage(IUser sender, string body) {
State.Messages.Value.Add(new Message { Sender = sender, Body = body });
await State.WriteStateAsync();

}

Task<List<Message>> GetMessages() => Task.FromResult(State.Messages);
}
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Implementing Grains – Client code

// Get grain references
IUser me = client.GetGrain<IUser>("reuben");
IUser friend = client.GetGrain<IUser>("fabio");

// Call a grain
await friend.SendMessage(sender: me, body: "ha en fin dag :)");

// Check messages...
var messages = await me.GetMessages();
foreach (var msg in messages) {

Console.WriteLine($"{msg.Sender.GetPrimaryKeyString()} says: {msg.Body}");
}
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Implementing Grains 

 Grains can be stateless. When to use [StatelessWorker]

 Functional operations: decrypt, decompress, before forwarding for processing

 Multiple activations, always local

 E.g., good for staged aggregation (locally within silo first)

 By default grains are non-reentrant

 Deadlock in case of call cycles, e.g. call itself

 Deadlocks are automatically broken with timeouts

 [Reentrant] to make a grain class reentrant

 Reentrant is still single-threaded but may interleave

 Dealing with interleaving is error prone

 Grain Sizing

 For throughput, usually better to use many smaller grains than few large grains, but overall best to choose grain 
size & types based on application domain model, Example: Users, Orders, etc
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Grain State Persistence

 Define .NET interface extending Orleans.IGrainState containing fields to be included in grain’s persisted state.

 Grain class should extend GrainBase<T> and adds strongly typed State property to the grain’s base class.

 The first State.ReadStateAsync() will occur automatically before ActivateAsync() is called for a grain.

 Grain can re-read current state data from underlying backing storage using State.ReadStateAsync(): this is good way to force 
“resync” with underlying DB changes.

 Alternately, grain can use a timer to re-read data from backing storage periodically, based on suitable “staleness” decisions for an 
application. Example: Content Cache grain

 Grain should call State.WriteStateAsync() whenever they change data in the grain’s state object

 Grains typically call State.WriteStateAsync() at the very end of grain method, and return the Write promise.

 Storage provider “could” try to batch Write’s for efficiency

 Alternatively grains might use timer to only write updates periodically: Application can decide how much “eventual consistency” / 
staleness it can allows – range from immediate / none to several minutes.

 Each grain class can only be associated with one storage provider.

 The particular provider to use for a grain defined with [StorageProvider(ProviderName=“name”)] attribute.

 Silo config file needs <StorageProvider> entry in silo config file with corresponding name.

 if you need more throughput than the storage provider account can provide, you could use multiple Storage accounts for each 
grain type.

 Azure Table has a limit of 64kb for column (*)

 Data stored in binary format in one (Azure table) cell using efficient Orleans serializer.

 Dealing With Failure of Storage 
Operations

 Either grains or storage 
providers can await storage 
operations and retry any 
failures if desired.

 If unhandled, failure will be 
propagated back to caller / 
client as a broken promise.

 No concept currently of 
activations getting destroyed 
automatically if storage 
operation fails [except initial 
Read]

 Built-in storage providers do not 
retry failing storage operations 
by default.
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Grain lookup

 Grains are virtual, all grains exists

var product = client.GetGrain<IProduct>("68f04aa2-3171-
4e4a-a97b-137a0015a7cf");

 Does the product exist?

 Option 2

 A new grain that keeps a list of IDs/GUIDs

public class ProductsState {

public List<Guid> Products = new
List<Guid>();

}

[StorageProvider(ProviderName = "BlobStore")]

[ImplicitStreamSubscription("ProductCreatedStre
am")]

public class ProductsGrain : 
Grain<ProductsState>, IProducts {

...

}

 Option 1

 Implement a «created» boolean field

 Option 2

 Query the db
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Streams

 Streaming extensions provide a set of abstractions and APIs that make thinking about and working with streams simpler and 
more robust. 

 Streaming extensions allow developers to write reactive applications that operate on a sequence of events in a structured way. 

 The extensibility model of stream providers makes the programming model compatible with and portable across a wide range 
of existing queuing technologies, such as Event Hubs, ServiceBus, Azure Queues, and Apache Kafka. 

 There is no need to write special code or run dedicated processes to interact with such queues.

 Streams are virtual (a stream always exists) and are identified by stream Ids (logical name by GUID + string)

 Orleans Streams allow to decouple generation of data from its processing both in time and space. 
That means that stream producer and stream consumer may be on different servers, in different times and will withstand failures.

 TCP based Simple Message Stream Provider (known as SMS) in memory (available with fire-and-forget)

 It uses the Async Reactive Extensions (vNext) from Microsoft research

 Azure message bus/queue as reliable delivering, with few lines of code

 It supports implicit or explicit subscriptions, rewindable streams, ecc
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Timers & Reminders

Orleans provides two mechanisms to specify periodic behavior for grains:

 Timer

 essentially identical to the standard .NET System.Threading.Timer class. 

 single threaded execution guarantees within the grain activation that it operates.

 a timer callback does not change the activation's state from idle to in use: this means that a timer cannot be used 
to postpone deactivation of otherwise idle activations.

 Not persisted

 Small resolution, period in seconds or minutes, callback not guaranteed. Used for aggregation or grain logic.

 Reminder:

 Persisted to storage and will continue to trigger in almost all situations unless explicitly cancelled.

 A grain will be activated

 Period in minutes, hours or days
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Indexing in Actor-Oriented Database (AODB)

 Indexing allows lookup over facetable grains (memory costly)

 The IndexableActor actor type is the super-type of all indexable 
actors and is defined to be generic, parameterized by an ordinary 
class that contains all the properties of the actor including the ones 
being indexed. 

 For example, for the indexable actor type Player, an ordinary class 
PlayerProperties is defined. 

 Each instance X of Player includes an instance of PlayerProperties, 
which contains all of X’s properties. 

 The indexed properties in PlayerProperties are annotated with an 
attribute “[indexed]”, which the indexing system can find using 
reflection. 

 To pick up indexing functionality, Player inherits from 
IndexableActor<PlayerProperties>.
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Indexing in AODB - code

 Normal code to get a grain reference

Player p = ActorFactory.GetActor<Player>(k);

 With Indexing

IQueryable<Player> result =  from p in ActorFactory.GetActors

<Player, PlayerProperties>()  

where p.Location == "Redmond“  

select p;
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Transactions

 For a grain to support transactions, transactional methods on a grain interface must be marked as being part of a transaction using the “Transaction” 
attribute. The attribute needs indicate how the grain call behaves in a transactional environment via the transaction options below:

 TransactionOption.Create - Call is transactional and will always create a new transaction context (i.e., it will start a new transaction), even if called within an 
existing transaction context.

 TransactionOption.Join - Call is transactional but can only be called within the context of an existing transaction.

 TransactionOption.CreateOrJoin - Call is transactional. If called within the context of a transaction, it will use that context, else it will create a new context.

 TransactionOption.Suppress - Call is not transactional but can be called from within a transaction. If called within the context of a transaction, the context will 
not be passed to the call.

 TransactionOption.Supported - Call is not transactional but supports transactions. If called within the context of a transaction, the context will be passed to 
the call.

 TransactionOption.NotAllowed - Call is not transactional and cannot be called from within a transaction. If called within the context of a transaction, it will 
throw a NotSupportedException.

public interface IATMGrain : IGrainWithIntegerKey {

[Transaction(TransactionOption.Create)]

Task Transfer(Guid fromAccount, Guid toAccount, uint amountToTransfer);

}
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Responsive cache pattern

 Reactive Caching is a general way to bring 
frequently updated data items or snapshots - not 
events - closer to the consumers that need them, 
and not to those that don't, to maximize lookup 
speed. 

 It is also useful when the incoming events from the 
server to the client are so many that individual clients 
will lag in relative terms (slow/fast consumer problem) 
yet individual consumers don't care about the events 
at all - they only care about what those events build 
up to, as in, to paint some data grid or chart. 

 The client just wants to always get the latest snapshot 
of some data view as fast as their own network allows
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Orleans Dashboard

 An admin dashboard for Microsoft Orleans.

 User interface

 Authentication

 REST Apis

 In Orleans Contrib project
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Summary

 The Actor model is NOT good at everything. But some patterns, while difficult to implement using typical n-tier architecture, become easy - or 
even trivial - to implement using an Actor model, while some common problems just disappear, like caching. 

 Orleans can remove the need for a caching layer outright - the grains are cache. You don't need things like Redis because Orleans is basically 
your distributed database that keeps accessed data in memory for the duration you specify.

 Using grains as pass-through for storage operations removes database concurrency issues, as we can resolve concurrency in the grain itself.

 Compute is an atomic thing in space-time, for any compute to happen, data and code must be in the same place, at the same time. An actor 
model provides ease of design and performance because it keeps data close to the code and the code gives actors agency of their own.

 A virtual actor model makes many things a child's play, if we are willing to change the way of thinking a bit.

 Using “reactive caching” and “reactive replication” patterns removes the need for external cache replication and most importantly, removes 
caching invalidation problems - they're no longer a thing you have to spend hours in meetups discussing.

 In-memory distributed projections, inter-user interaction, forward and backward compute propagation graphs, are unnecessarily complex using 
typical n-tier in a distributed setting.

 Orleans apps are distributable, easily horizontal scale to multiple machines. 

 Virtual actor model concurrency makes creating concurrent stateful apps really easy.

 With normal stateless web apps we are pushing problems to a database and scaling a database is not always easy.
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Links

 Hewitt, Meijer and Szyperski: The Actor Model (everything you wanted to know, but were afraid to ask): https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Going+Deep/Hewitt-Meijer-and-Szyperski-The-Actor-
Model-everything-you-wanted-to-know-but-were-afraid-to-ask

 Orleans documentation: http://dotnet.github.io/orleans

 Orleans github: https://github.com/dotnet/orleans

 Orleans Gitter: https://gitter.im/dotnet/orleans

 Orleans: Distributed Virtual Actors for Programmability and Scalability: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/orleans-distributed-virtual-actors-for-programmability-and-
scalability/

 How to build real-world applications with Orleans - John Azariah and Sergey Bykov: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OVU9Mqqzgs&feature=youtu.be

 Best practice: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Orleans20Best20Practices.pdf

 Design patterns: https://github.com/OrleansContrib/DesignPatterns

 Check if a grain exists: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/43745031/check-if-grain-exists-by-guid-in-microsoft-orleans

 Indexing in an Actor-Oriented Database: http://cidrdb.org/cidr2017/papers/p29-bernstein-cidr17.pdf

 Reactive caching for Composed Services: 

 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/reactive-caching-for-composed-services/

 https://github.com/dotnet/orleans/tree/master/Samples/2.3/AdHocReactiveCaching

 https://jorgecandeias.github.io/2019/05/26/latency-adaptive-real-time-with-reactive-caching-on-microsoft-orleans/

 Orleans dashboard: https://github.com/OrleansContrib/OrleansDashboard
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